Yes, We Can!
Southwest Detroit Community Care

- Need help during the COVID-19 lockdown!
- Urgent need situations we offer cash payments/assistance for:
  - Utilities, Shutoff of DTE energy, water bill, houseless, rent, medical expense, gas and other emergency situations (ex: plumbing, DV safety)
- No food: We will do emergency food deliveries, offer food gift card and shopping from an account setup at Prince Valley 5931 Michigan Ave., Detroit, MI 48210.
- Who is eligible for Cash & Food Assistance: Anyone meeting the vulnerability factors below:
  - Cannot leave the house because of lockdown order or you are physically or medically disabled or are sick
  - Lost all income because job shut down, laid-off, no income
  - Infants, elderly, disabled people in home
  - Senior living alone
  - Non-English speaking

Southwest Detroit Zip codes (48217, 48210, 48216, & 48209) and neighboring communities: No one will be turned away.

Fill out the form go to: https://tinyurl.com/sjmtu8m
Phone assistance call (734) 506-6649
Having problems getting assistance call: Theresa Landrum (313) 399-0735

Promotion focused in Southwest Detroit as defined by District 6 and neighboring communities. Zip code is considered a category of vulnerability. Direct assistance should be applied when possible first: food drop, diapers, hygiene products; offer other avenues for wrap around services and support.